Recent advances indicate that assigning or reversing edge direction can significantly improve the structural controllability of complex networks. For directed networks, approaching the optimal structural controllability can be achieved by detecting and reversing certain "inappropriate" edge directions. However, the existence of multiple sets of "inappropriate" edge directions suggests that different edges have different effects on optimal controllability-that is, different combinations of edges can be reversed to achieve the same structural controllability. Therefore, we classify edges into three categories based on their direction: critical, redundant and intermittent. We then investigate the effects of changing these edge directions on network controllability, and demonstrate that the existence of more critical edge directions implies not only a lower cost of modifying inappropriate edges but also better controllability. Motivated by this finding, we present a simple edge orientation method aimed at producing more critical edge directions-utilizing only local information-which achieves near optimal controllability. Furthermore, we explore the effects of edge direction on the controllability of several real networks.
Introduction
One of the most fundamental challenges in network science is to understand the impact of structural properties on network functionality. In part, this is because understanding the network structure is prerequisite to answering the challenging questions related to the system's dynamics [1] [2] [3] . Structure and dynamics are always coupled and ultimately led to many remarkable advances in the past decade in such areas as epidemic spreading [4, 5] , random walks [6, 7] , cascade failure [8, 9] , and synchronization [10, 11] . Questions concerning the management and control of complex networks are important in engineering [12] , finance [13] , biology [14] and other fields because the ultimate proof of our understanding of such complex systems and their basic principles is reflected in our ability to control [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and ultimately observe them [20] . The framework for computing the controllability of complex networks proposed by Liu and Barabási [19] offers a general, rigorous, and well-understood means of investigating how we can control complex networks with the fewest input signals. Recent advances in the application of control theory to complex networks have shed new light on this problem [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . The main finding has been that the application of external signals to some subset of nodes can cause a system to approach a desired state within finite time.
Obviously, controllability in general can be achieved through the control of only the subset of nodes termed driver nodes. The minimum driver node set can be efficiently identified using the Minimum Inputs Theorem of Ref. [19] . Based on this approach to the minimization of the driver node set, several advances in the optimization of network controllability have already been made, the most representative methods of which rely on adding edges [25, 31] , rewiring edges [32] and assigning edge directions [33, 34] . Compared with the first two methods (which stem from the modification of the network structure), assigning edge directions to optimize network controllability appears to be the most effective from the perspective of designing a network with improved or even optimal controllability because it neither changes the original structure of the network nor incurs the external cost of adding links. By edge orientation, we refer to the process of assigning edge directions to undirected edges in an undirected network or (equivalently) reversing the directions of directed edges in a directed network. This method aims to approach optimal controllability without requiring any modification of the network structure, by which we mean that the presence or absence of a link between each pair of nodes remains unchanged. To this end, Xiao et al. [34] have systematically proposed the definition and solution for the edge orientation of optimal controllability (EOOC). Solving the EOOC problem requires constructing a corresponding network and transforming the problem into one of finding a maximum independent set (MIS) of this corresponding network.
For directed networks, there are certain "inappropriate" edge directions that may weaken the controllability of a network, i.e., so-called dilations and inaccessibility. First, we must identify all these "inappropriate" edge directions in a network and then reverse them. However, there are several different "inappropriate" direction sets for a given network, and the existence of multiple "inappropriate" direction sets suggests that different edges play different roles in optimal controllability. Previous work has focused on how to detect these "inappropriate" edge directions while ignoring the effects of edge direction on the optimal network controllability. In this work, we briefly review the definition of the EOOC and the framework in which to solve this problem. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We first classify all edge directions into three categories: critical edge directions, which always appear in the optimal direction set during the optimization process and are also called the skeleton of optimal controllability; redundant edge directions, which have no effect on optimization; and intermittent edge directions, which participate in some optimal direction sets but not others. In Ref. [29] , Jia et al. also propose the similar definition of node classification to explore the role of individual nodes in acting as a driver node in all, some or none of the control configurations. However, though the definitions of node classification and edge classification are similar ideas, the research points do not have directed relations. It is because that we study the roles of edge direction when we assign them to approach the optimal controllability for a given network skeleton. Next, we study the correlation between critical edge directions and driver nodes and demonstrate that the existence of more critical edge directions in a network implies not only a lower cost of modifying inappropriate edges but also better controllability. Motivated by this finding, we analyze the structural properties of the three categories of edge directions and develop a simple edge orientation method based on the generation of more critical edge directions. The results of numerical experiments suggest that this method achieves a near-optimal optimization effect while requiring only local structural information. Finally, we apply the developed tool to a series of real networks and successfully explain why the structures of electronic circuit networks take advantage of controllability.
Edge Orientation for Optimal Controllability
Ref. [34] provides a general solution to the problem of finding an edge direction set for optimal controllability, summarized as follows. First, construct a corresponding network and transform the EOOC problem into a problem of finding a maximum independent set of vertices in the corresponding network. A directed network G (Fig 1(a) ) and its corresponding symmetric directed network G 0 (Fig 1(b) ) are a pair (V, E) and (V, E 0 ) that consisted of a set of nodes V
and edges E, E 0 . If each directed edge (v i , v j ) in G 0 corresponds to a node a ij , then we can construct a corresponding network H = (A, B) that consisted of a set of nodes A and edges B. The construction of links in H follows three simple principles.
• Rule I: two nodes in H that correspond to a pair of symmetric directed edges of G 0 must be connected (green edges in Fig 1(c) ).
• Rule II: two or more nodes in H that correspond to the edges pointing to a tail node must be connected (purple edges in Fig 1(c) ).
• Rule III: two or more nodes in H that correspond to the edges pointing from a head node must be connected (orange edges in Fig 1(c) ).
The next step is to calculate the maximum independent vertex set of H. Ref. [34] has shown that through the assignment of edge directions based on the MIS of H, the optimal controllability can be approached for a given undirected network. The detailed proof of this assertion can be found in Ref. [34] . In fact, the EOOC effectively mitigates the negative effects of inaccessibility and dilations, which are the two main factors that weaken network controllability.
In directed networks, the EOOC can allow for the detection of several "inappropriate" edges and the reversal of their directions to approach optimal controllability. For example, in Fig 1  (a) , the edge e ed weakens the controllability because this directed edge results in the inaccessibility of node e. If we reverse the original direction of e ed , the number of required driver nodes decreases from 2 to 1. The extent of the directed network for the EOOC only considers the edge weights of the original network. We assume a directed graph G = (V, E, W) and its symmetric directed graph G 0 = (V, E 0 , W 0 ), both of which are edge-weighted (W, W 0 represent the edge weight set). The weight of any real edge is 1 if it exists in G 0 ; otherwise, it is 0 (Fig 1(b) ).
Thus, every node of H = (A, B, W 0 ) corresponds to weight 0 or 1. The maximum-weighted independent set (MWIS) of vertices in H corresponds to the orientation set for optimal controllability of the directed network G. The basic theory follows from the analysis of the EOOC for an undirected network. The principle of maximum weight guarantees that the independent set contains the most nodes of weight 1 and the fewest nodes of weight 0, meaning that the number of edges that need to be modified is minimal. For example, Fig 1(d) shows the MWIS of H. The white nodes represent the reversal of "inappropriate" edge directions in Fig 1(a) . It has been proven that the calculation of the MWIS is a typical NP-hard problem in computational complexity theory [35] [36] [37] ; thus, a polynomial-time algorithm to find MWIS solutions for arbitrary graphs is not feasible. In the following, we will proceed using an integer linear programming (ILP) formulation for MWIS computation, in which the optimal solution was calculated using the IBM ILOG CPLEX v.12.6. From H = (A, B, W 0 ), the ILP instance is constructed as following:
The set {vjx v = 1} then clearly corresponds to a maximum-weighted independent set.
Categories of Edge Directions for Optimal Structural Controllability
A directed network possesses several sets of "inappropriate" edges because there are multiple MWIS configurations by which the network can approach optimal controllability. This phenomenon suggests that different edge directions have different effects on the optimal structural controllability. Therefore, the existence of these multiple configurations leads to the classification of edge directions into three categories: critical edge directions, corresponding to edges that are always present in the MWIS configurations; redundant edge directions, describing those edges that are never a part of an MWIS; and intermittent edge directions, corresponding to edges that participate in some MWISs but not in others. According to these definitions, edges that belong to the critical direction set play a significant role in the optimal controllability because they must appear in any optimal orientation set. Thus, the critical direction set can be regarded as the skeleton of optimal controllability. Conversely, the redundant direction set has no effect on the optimal controllability. The role of intermittent edge directions lies somewhere between these two extremes, as some cases require the directions of these edges to be reversed to approach optimal controllability. The detailed procedures CriticalMWIS (Algorithm 1 in S1 File) and RedundantMWIS (Algorithm 2 in S1 File) for the classification of edge directions are included in S1 File. Fig 3 shows the fractions of critical, redundant and intermittent edge directions in two basic network models of different average degree 〈k〉, the Erdös-Rényi (ER) model [38] , and scale-free (SF) model [39] . SF networks are generated from the static model in Ref. [40] . Note that in the case of γ ! 1, this model is equivalent to the classical ER random network model. The green columns represent edges with weight 0, i.e., the non-real edges in the original directed networks. According to the definition of critical edge directions, the directions of edges with weight 0 (green columns) in the critical set must be modified during the optimization process. However, as 〈k〉 increases, the proportion of the critical set consisting of edges with weight 0 decreases and may even vanish. In the redundant edge direction set, non-real edges constitute the larger proportion, and as 〈k〉 increases, the redundant set tends to consist entirely of non-real edges. Compared with the redundant set, the intermittent edge direction set exhibits the opposite tendency of variation, as real edges constitute the larger proportion of this set. In particular, for an ER network with high 〈k〉, the intermittent set tends to consist entirely of real edges.
In fact, the critical edge direction set can be regarded as the skeleton of optimal controllability because these directions can never be modified. In other words, these directions are always appropriate for a given network. If a network contains a larger number of critical edge directions, it implies not only a lower cost for modifying "inappropriate" edge directions but also better controllability. Therefore, we analyze the relationship between driver nodes and critical edge directions. Here, the fraction of driver nodes is a measure of the network controllability because the existence of fewer driver nodes implies better controllability. For a network with a fixed average degree, as shown in Fig 4, we consider various fractions of critical edge directions and their corresponding driver nodes in the ER and SF models. Here, a different fraction of critical edge directions in a given network is produced by edge swapping while keeping the degree of each node unchanged. Hence, in the original network, we swap the connections of two randomly chosen edges; that is, the edges e ij and e kl become edges e il and e kj , respectively. At each step, we calculate and compare the fractions of critical edge directions before and after the edge swap. If the fraction of critical edge directions decreases, we consider the swap to be successful. If it is unsuccessful, the swap is reversed, and another swapping step is tested. As seen in Fig 4, for both ER and SF model, the number of driver nodes decreases with an increasing fraction of critical edge directions. The numerical results confirm the above analysis.
Structural Analysis of Critical Edge Directions
To more deeply understand the properties of the three different edge direction sets, we analyze the corresponding degrees of edges with critical, redundant and intermittent edge directions. Here, the corresponding degree of an edge means its number of neighboring nodes in the corresponding network H, as every directed edge corresponds to a node in H. "inappropriate" control conditions: two edges pointing toward the common tail (red and purple edges), two edges pointing from the head node (red and orange edges) and two edges constituting a 2-cycle (red and green edges). The first two "inappropriate" control conditions, called inaccessibility and dilation, respectively, can weaken controllability and should appear in a network as rarely as possible. The last condition, edges constituting a 2-cycle, is meaningless with regard to edge orientation because EOOC only assigns a single direction for an undirected link. According to the rules of link construction in H, the node in Fig 5(a) is connected with other nodes which produces the above three "inappropriate" conditions. Therefore, the corresponding degree of an edge reflects its associated number of "inappropriate" control conditions. Ref. [34] has deduced the node degree of the corresponding network H, i.e.,
Here, a (i, j) and a (j, i) are the symmetric directed edges and correspond to two nodes in H, and k a(i, j) is the corresponding degree of a directed edge. Fig 6 shows the average corresponding degrees of the critical, redundant and intermittent edge direction sets under various values of 〈k〉 for the ER and SF networks. The average corresponding degrees of the three direction categories represent the average numbers of associated "inappropriate" control conditions. In Fig 6(a) and 6(b) , as 〈k〉 increases, the average corresponding degrees of all three categories also increase. However, compared with the other two direction sets, the critical direction set has the smallest average corresponding degree. Meanwhile, the redundant edge set has the largest average corresponding degree. The corresponding degree of the intermittent edge set is between those of the critical and redundant direction sets. Fig 6(c) and 6(d) display the corresponding degrees of edges with a weight of 1 (real edges) or 0 (non-real edges). For all three direction categories, the average corresponding degrees of real edges are larger than those of non-real edges. Moreover, the corresponding degree of critical edge directions associated with non-real edges initially increases and then decreases with increasing 〈k〉. It is because that, with the increase of 〈k〉, the fraction of critical edge directions corresponding to non-real edges become smaller and even disappeared, which could be approved by Fig 3(a) and 3(d) . So these non-monotonic results are caused by the decrease in the number of critical edge directions associated with non-real edges. Therefore, an edge direction associated with fewer "inappropriate" control conditions is more likely to be a critical edge direction. Illustration of three "inappropriate" control conditions. The red and green edges of (b) constitute a 2-cycle-which is meaningless for EOOC. The red and orange edges of (b) point from the common head node which produces dilation in the network. The red and purple edges of (b) point to the common tail node which increases an inaccessible node in the network. Actually, the corresponding degree of directed edge v ba means the number of "inappropriate" control conditions. In Fig 7, we classify the real edges into three categories and rank the nodes in ascending order of corresponding degree. In accordance with the symmetric property of the corresponding network, we also display the category of each non-real edge. Thus, the x axis of Fig 7 refers to pairs of symmetric directed edges (real and non-real edges). Notably, the degrees of the symmetric non-real edges are also ranked in ascending order, and the two symmetric non-real edges have same degree. As seen from Fig 7, all symmetric non-real edges corresponding to edges in the critical edge direction set appear in the redundant edge direction set. This is because the critical edge directions appear in every MWIS and, therefore, their symmetric edges can never appear in any MWIS. With regard to the real edges associated with intermittent edge directions, their symmetric non-real edges of low degree also tend to belong to the category of intermittent edge directions, whereas most of their symmetric non-real edges of high degree are likely to appear in the redundant edge direction set. With regard to the real edges associated with redundant edge directions, their symmetric non-real edges of low degree tend to appear in the intermittent edge direction set or even the critical edge direction set, but their symmetric non-real edges of high corresponding degree are still likely to have redundant edge directions. These results indicate that nodes of low degree may have either significant (due to their critical edge directions) or partial (due to their intermittent edge directions) effects on optimal controllability.
Edge Orientation by Critical Directions
In this section, we present a method for generating more critical edge directions, which we call edge orientation by critical directions (EOCD). The different categories of edge directions play different roles in the optimal controllability of a network. Based on the above analysis, we can draw two conclusions: (i) more critical edge directions are beneficial for enhancing controllability and decreasing the cost of improvements because there are fewer driver nodes and fewer "inappropriate" directions to be reversed, and (ii) an edge direction associated with fewer "inappropriate" control conditions is more likely to be a critical edge direction, that is, lowdegree nodes have positive effects on optimal controllability. Moreover, previous studies of Characteristics of the category of symmetric real and non-real edges for ER and SF models. The x-axis displays every two symmetric directed edges. The real edges are divided into three categories and are ranked in ascending order of node degree. Due to the symmetric real and non-real edges having the same degree, the non-real edges are also ranked in the ascending order of degree. The number of nodes is 10 network controllability have indicated that the number of driver nodes is correlated with the control path [33] and the density of low in-and out-degree nodes [31] . In fact, the EOOC [34] approach attempts to produce the longest disjoint control path after the orientation of edge directions. Thus, we propose an edge orientation algorithm to produce the longest possible disjoint control path and as many critical edge directions as possible, starting from a node of the lowest degree. Consider an undirected network G(V, E). The EOCD method can be described as follows. The residual degree k 0 of a node represents the number of undirected links of that node; k 0 is initially equal to k, where k is the degree of the node. Note that if there are multiple such nodes matching the conditions, we randomly select one of them.
1. Compute k 0 (i) + k 0 (j) for two nodes i and j connected by a link e ij . Select the two nodes with the smallest sum of their residual degree. The selected node with the smaller degree is denoted as V 1 , and the selected node with big degree is labelled as V 2 . Note that we do not consider the isolated nodes.
2. Assign the edge direction to be from V 1 to V 2 . Consequently, the residual degree of the selected nodes is reduced, i.e., k
3. Select the node with the smallest degree among the neighbors of V 2 , and confirm that the newly selected node is not yet labelled. The newly selected node is denoted by V 2 , and the node formerly labeled V 2 is now re-labelled as V 1 . Note that V 1 and V 2 are different.
4. Repeat step (ii) until all neighbors of V 2 are labeled.
5. If k 0 is equal to 0 for all nodes, proceed to step (vi). Otherwise, clear the labels all nodes, delete the assigned edges, and repeat step (i).
Orient all edge directions assigned at step (ii).
For comparative experiments, we consider the method of random direction assignment (RAD), a method based on the node residual degree (NRD) [33] and the method of edge orientation for optimal controllability (EOOC) [34] . Assigning directions based on the node residual degree (NRD) is an effective method of enhancing network controllability that is superior to random direction assignment (RAD). However, the NRD method cannot consider the effects of critical edge directions. The EOCD method is similar to the NRD method except for the manner in which the starting node is selected for each orientation step . Fig 8 (a), 8(b) and 8(c) present the optimization results of EOCD, which are close to the optimal EOOC solutions and superior to the NRD results. Fig 8 (d), 8 (e) and 8(f) indicate that EOCD can generate more critical edge directions than the NRD method but, naturally, fewer than the EOOC. Moreover, the EOCD method is advantageous in terms of time complexity because it neither constructs a corresponding graph nor calculates the maximum independent set. In other words, EOCD requires only local structural information but achieves a near-optimal result.
Analysis of Real Networks
We now use the tools developed above to explore the controllability of several real networks, presented in Table 1 . Previous work [19] has shown that there is no correlation between the N D of an original network and the N D of its randomized counterpart because a system's controllability is, to a great extent, encoded by the underlying network's degree distribution. To identify the topological features that affect the optimization of network controllability, we randomize each real network using a full randomization procedure (rand-ER) that transforms the network into a directed random ER network with N and L unchanged. We also apply a degree-preserving randomization procedure (rand-Degree), which leaves the in-degree and out-degree of ; driver nodes of rand-ER network after optimization n randÀER D ðoptÞ respectively. All the data used are publicly available in the network databases from Ref. [42] . Effects of Edge Directions on Network Controllability each node unchanged but randomly selects which nodes are linked to each other. From the results presented in Fig 9(b) , we find that the optimization is also affected by the network structure because n real D ðoptÞ is similar to n randÀDegree D ðoptÞ. In fact, it can be said that the EOOC optimizes the controllability without changing the network skeleton. Moreover, we find that the networks of electronic circuits possess features distinct from those of other real networks. Generally, n electronic circuit network is highly controllable. Meanwhile, compared with the other networks shown in Fig 9(c) , the three electronic circuit networks possess a high number of critical edge directions, which can be regarded that the main skeleton of optimal controllability in these network is higher than other real networks. We also present the degree distributions of the electronic circuit networks in Table 2 . Nodes of low degree (k in or k out = 1 or 2) account for a large proportion of the degree distribution. The number of driver nodes is determined be the density of low in-and out-degree [31] . Obviously, according to this conclusion, the electronic circuit networks should exhibit poor controllability. However, the true situation is precisely the opposite. The results indicate that the structures of the three electronic circuit networks is beneficial for structural controllability, and in the case of same average degree they require the fewer number of driver nodes. However, of the real networks considered in this paper, the Prison and Protein-1 networks also have high fractions of critical edge directions; why are these two networks unable to demonstrate such excellent controllability? This can be explained in terms of P(k in = 0). Nodes with k in = 0 are called source nodes [41] because they must be controlled by input signals, that is, these nodes are driver nodes. In Table 3 , it is seen that the P rand − ER (k in = 0) values of S838, S420 and S208 are much larger than P real (k in = 0), whereas the P rand − ER (k in = 0) values of the Prison and Protein-1 networks are nearly equal to P real (k in = 0). Here, P rand − ER (k in = 0) is calculated using Pðk in Þ ¼ Pðk out Þ ¼ e Àz 0 z k 0 =k! with z 0 = z/2 = 〈k out 〉 = 〈k in 〉. In the three real electronic circuit networks, the low P real (k in = 0) values contribute to the fewer driver nodes. By contrast, in rand-ER networks with fixed average degree, the high P rand − ER (k in = 0) values give rise to more driver nodes. Therefore, from the perspective of P(k in = 0) and critical edge directions, we can fully explain why the structures of electronic circuit networks are more advantageous with regard to controllability than those of any other real networks.
Discussion
In a directed network, the edge directions are the most significant properties that represent the ubiquitous dynamics of real networks. The edge directions and their correlations influence the driver nodes and are therefore especially relevant to the controllability of complex networks. Previous work has focused on developing edge orientation solutions to achieve the optimal controllability without changing the network structure, and this approach is more economical and practical than other optimization methods, such as adding or rewiring edges. However, it still lacks the ability to reveal the effects of different edge directions on optimal controllability, which could aid in understanding how the network structure affects controllability. For example, the structures of electronic circuit networks are advantageous for controllability despite the vast majority of nodes in these real networks having k in and k out values of 1 or 2. Based on the conclusion of previous work, controllability is determined by the density of low in-and outdegree nodes [31] . It is obvious that the electronic circuit networks should exhibit poor controllability. However, the true situation is precisely the opposite. Moreover, through degree-preserving randomization, the controllability of electronic circuit networks decreases noticeably. These behaviors can be explained by observing that these networks contain high concentrations of critical edge directions for optimal controllability. In summary, this work reveals the effects of the different classes of edge directions on optimal controllability and presents a simple edge orientation method based on the properties of the different direction sets. This simple method requires only local information but achieves a near-optimal optimization effect. All results demonstrate that the effects of edge directions can be recognized as a complement to previous measures in understanding network control.
Supporting Information S1 File. The detailed procedures to computations of CriticalMWIS (Algorithm 1) and RedundantMWIS (Algorithm 2).
